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Editorial

Re: Southern Area BMFA Gala at RAF Odiham
Please be aware that as we speak very few people have registered for this event and
as such it is in danger of being cancelled. The deadline for registration is July 10th.
The Station require that I submit the list of those attending by this date.
To save this event please pre-register as soon as possible.
See the notice board on the SAM 1066 website for more information www.sam1066.org

Peter Carter

Editorial:

Circumstances made this issue a bit of a rush job and there has been no time for proof reading,
so I apologise in advance for any typo’s etc.

What have we?

Peter Hall and Roy Vaughn report on the latest events in the Southern Coupe League and
provide results and league standings to date.

Our Chairman Tony Shepherd tells of a fine trimming /sport flying session on the plains of
Salisbury and supports his article with a few pictures

There is a taster of a tracker recovery method by David Brawn with promise of a more detailed
article on the subject in general for a future issue.

Peter Hall has put together another coupe fliers profile in the person of Gavin Manion, the
current leader in the coupe standings table.

I have written a historic piece on a visit, by Rachel & I, to the BMFA Nation flying ground at
Buckminster when the BMFA took over. I was able to back up the article with pictures of the
site in 2016 but have nothing of the developed site as it is today.

There are the usual regular features: Pylonius; Blast from the Past; Engine Analysis (two this
month); and a review of the Auster Air Ambulance/Freighter.

Peter Hall reports on the Mini Nationals held at North Luffenham with results and a few
pictures.

There are the reports of our regular contributors:
Nick Peppiatt with his piece on indoor flying and Co2 motors.
Roy Tiller, our Archivist still visiting our older magazine issues and comparing to later issues.
Roger Newman and his notes for July. He reminds us of the 1066 Cagnarata at RAF Colerne on
Sunday 24th July and lists more of the late Robin Kimbers gliders which are due to go to
Buckminster I believe.

We have our usual three plans, one rubber model one glider and a sports Power model.

The issue wraps up with a list of the late Lindsey Smith’s models and kits etc. which are open
to offers from members.

Editor
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London Gala Coupes - Peter Hall

May 8th 2022 Salisbury Plain
Third Round Southern Coupe League

It can’t go on like this. The last four Salisbury Plain competitions have been flown from the
trimming field in benign conditions except for the Third Area when there was a drizzly morning.
The London Gala was a perfect May day, warm sun, a cool light breeze, flowers and picnics.
But ……

We should regularly remind ourselves that this class was intended to be flown in the cold, calm
‘thermal free’ conditions of a continental Winter not the frisky air of an English Spring or
Summer. Phil Ball remarked that this day’s score sheet showed no improvement in times
achieved since the nineteen nineties - evidence that design developments are often totally
eclipsed by the air conditions inhibiting the former yet not resulting in the widespread use of
thermal detection equipment at this level of competition. Out of thirteen entrants eleven
coupes were locked down and most were of conventional construction. There were a couple of
streamers and a good deal of incantation, only Roy Vaughn used the full remote air sensing
graphical readout kit (home - made). No-one maxed out, Gavin Manion topped the scores again
and now leads the league after three events.

Gavin reports,
I came down from Staffordshire on Saturday evening so I was fresh and early on the field for the
9.00 start though, like most, it was 11.00 before I flew in anger. We all set up in Coupe Corner and I
teamed up with Alan Brocklehurst for the day, but we both had help along the way from Martin Stagg;
a friendly lot these southerners.
I flew the same Simple/Couper S hybrid that I used at the 2nd Area again using 22 strands of 1/16th

which gave a 50+second prop run. All went well flying off streamer indication and exercising much
patience for the first four flights but I saved a bum launch for the fifth. Too right and a swoop lost
much of the burst but the longer run enabled the model to work into enough air to drop just 13
seconds. By the end, and despite Roy Vaughn’s late efforts, it was enough.

Roy, in second place writes,
Although I fancied flying both days of the Gala, power on Saturday, Coupe on Sunday, commonsense
prevailed in the end and I settled for Coupe on what turned out to be a better day wind-wise. I settled
for my old reliable mid-AR model, although the high AR one may have been flyable in the prevailing
conditions, it needs a trimming session for its new lifting section tail.
The thermal detector rig was working well for once, showing a spiky temperature profile with shorts
bursts of maybe 10 seconds, not long enough to be useful and potentially deceiving (see later).
Occasionally there were much longer periods of higher temperature accompanied by lulls and my
first flight caught one of these spot on, getting high but coming down OK. The second flight also
maxed easily without getting so high.
The third flight was a disaster. I didn't see exactly what happened but the end result was a vertical
dive under power into the ground, apparently from a big stall at the top of the burst (I couldn't see
because it was straight into the sun). No particular fault was apparent on the model and it appeared
to be undamaged, so I elected to have a check flight before carrying on. This I managed to launch
into my pole, causing a crash into a car and a broken boom – another first time accident! I got my
similar model with VP hub out and flew a good third flight in strong-ish lift. It took a long time to come
down but was on the field, though the retrieval took far too much time and effort due to various cock-
ups. By this time I was knackered so decided to stop flying. This resolve lasted until a small posse
came along to tell me I could still win if I maxed out because the only competitor who had been clear
so far, Gavin Manion, had dropped his last flight. Thus I was persuaded to fly again, a good fourth
max and easy retrieve. So to the last flight where I made the fatal mistake of not waiting to confirm
that the temperature rise and lull was the start of a long period of lift and not one of the spikes, thus
dropping half a minute as the model descended on the glide as if under DT after a fairly decent climb.
Good enough for second place but a well-deserved win for Gavin.
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Alan Brocklehurst in third place reports,
Once again we flew from 'Coupe Corner' as the wind was ESE and rather variable throughout the
day. As before, I selected my trusty C-03 for the first flight which was an easy max and then went
on to use C-04 with the e-timer and RDT. My second flight looked promising initially, but clearly I
missed the lift and was down in 1:35, although it travelled just as far as my first. In preparing for my
third, I broke two motors in succession (the first one went rather prematurely at 90% turns and the
second one just as I thought I had successfully finished winding! This batch of rubber seems prone
to do this, but is otherwise quite good!). When I did get away on my third flight, I found a mixture of
weak lift and turbulence and the model landed after 1:40. My fourth was one of those inspirational
classics, it climbed high overhead,
glided nicely and then descend steadily for a while on D/T to land within 200yds of the launch point.
In contrast, my flinal flight didn't find quite such strong lift, but was good enough to max. Thanks to
Gavin Manion and Martin Stagg for their timekeeping. The fact the no-one maxed out in Coupe
shows how tricky it was to pick the lift. Gavin and Roy beat me with their 4 out of 5 maxes.

Richard Fryer in fifth place reports,
A pleasant sunny day in all with pretty good attendance across most classes, including F1G. The
wind was a little blustery, stronger than forecasted with occasional strong lift. The wind direction
swung slowly round through the day, eventually pointing more or less towards the road in the
afternoon. I started badly in F1G with a recently repaired model swooping on launch and dropped
my first flight. I resorted to an older model and recovered with two maxes but on my 4th I launched
into a boomer and although the model dt'd I lost sight of it in the air. Having a good bearing on its
direction I decided to go in search of the model rather than go for my 5th flight. Packing up I spent a
good few hours searching with no luck. Fortunately a farmer had found it in area 7 and rang me the
following day. The model is now happily recovered and without damage.

Dusan Jiricny, in sixth place writes -
To spend 7 hours behind the wheel on my way there and back was absolutely worth it to spend a
wonderful day at Salisbury Plain. Early morning test flight was brilliant which gave me high hopes for
a good result. Next 3 flights were a nightmare - I dropped all of them. My frustration was coming from
the fact that the model was behaving quite differently each flight. In addition when winding for the
4th flight I broke the motor and that meant to do some cyano-glue magic on the fuselage. On the
other hand the 4th flight was a max! The model was really strange again during the last flight -
dropped again. But overall I enjoyed the day very much especially due to the opportunity to meet all
the nice aeromodelling community!

Andrew Crisp in seventh place writes,
I had originally planned to fly gliders on both days of the Gala, but with a dodgy ankle, winding rubber
seemed a better bet than racing around with a towline over the plain’s notorious rough surface.
For the Saturday I had prepared some well-worn Open jobs which had served me well in the past.
My vintage Tan 2 wasn’t up to it, blowing up in the winding jig and making short work of the fuselage.
So, having paid my money, I did 3 modest flights with a coupe to place third. It sounds good, but
there were only three entries!

Sunday - even better weather and many more entries, at least in F1G! Although it was a nice day
to be out, the vertical movement of the air was quite difficult to come to terms with. Long waits with
wound - up motor for a calm patch or an elevated streamer often resulted with a model wallowing
around for a minute flight! I managed three ‘sinkers’ and two ‘boomers’. Perhaps I should have tried
harder to pick the lift. Still’ it was nice to be out with the chaps after an accident forced lay-off. The
model which impressed me most was that of G. Manion. It had a beautiful get-away and a very
positive climb - and no gadgets!
I flew my ‘Le Rip - off’ design ( see plan below) built around 1995! Built to honour G. Boutillier, G.
Matherat et al. After taking off the cross - section ‘cabin’, re- covering the wings with silver mylar and
building new prop. blades it remains quite a useful model especially in inclement conditions.
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Picture Parade

Dusan Jiricny
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Don Thomson

Gavin Manion’s coupe (photo Alan Brocklehurst) Roy Vaughn (photo Alan Brocklehurst)

Gavin winds Andy Crisp gives it the old heave-ho

Peter Hall
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Southern Coupe Lg.Rd.3 Results & Standings - Roy Vaughn

London Area Results
Entrant Club Score Time

1 G.Manion Birmingham 12 9.47
2 R.Vaughn Crookham 9 9.33
3 A.Brocklehurst B&W 8 9.15
4 C.Chapman B&W 6 7.39
5 R.Fryer Oxford 5 7.28
6 D.Jiricny Birmingham 4 7.08
7 A.Crisp Biggles 3 5.59
8 B.Silcocks B&W 2 5.26
9 D.Thomson Croydon 1 4.32

10 P.Ball Grantham 0 4.17
11 W.Butler Crookham 0 3.25
12 P.Hall Crookham 0 3.02
13 M.Stagg B&W 0 1.21

League Standings after Round 3
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1 G. Manion Birmingham 12 12 24
2 A. Brocklehurst B&W 8 8 16
3 R. Vaughn Crookham 5 9 14
4 C. Foster Morley 12 12
= D. Jiricny Birmingham 6 2 4 12
= B. Dennis Oxford 3 9 12
7 P. Woodhouse Morley 4 7 11
= C. Chapman B&W 5 6 11
9 C. Redrup Crookham 9 1 10
= A. Crisp Oxford 7 3 10
11 D. Norwood 8 8
= M. Marshall Imoington 5 3 8
= D. Thomson Croydon 7 1 8
14 R. Fryer Oxford 5 5
15 R. Elliott Croydon 2 2
= B. Silcocks B&W 2 2
17 A. Moorhouse Vikings 1 1
18 S. Willis Croydon 0
= P. Hall Crookham 0
= S. Fielding Morley 0
= B. Taylor E.Grinstead 0
= K. Taylor E.Grinstead 0
= M. Stagg B&W 0
= K. Best Birmingham 0
= P. Ball Grantham 0
= W. Butler Crookham 0

Roy Vaughn
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Extract from Model Aircraft June 1953
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Salisbury Plain Trimming Day - Tony Shepherd

Saturday 14th May

Immediately after the London Gala, the Met Office forecast for the following Saturday on
Salisbury Plain looked as good as I have seen for a day on a weekend for a long time.  However
given that the Friday and the Sunday both looked pretty poor by comparison it was to be
suspected that the Saturday would turn out to be nothing like as good as that initial forecast
suggested so no need to get overoptimistic.  But by the Thursday it was still looking good and
when Dave Etherton, Colin Hutchinson, John Hook and myself compared notes at that evening’s
indoor free flight meeting at Wickham the general consensus was that it was probably going to
be a good one.

For me it was time to get some of the sport models ready for flying.  None have been flown
this year and indeed most haven’t been flown since before the arrival of Captain Covid.  Now
whilst my collection is not in the same league as that of Pete Carter, there are still more than
enough models to give me a very pleasant day out so on the Friday various gummed up engines
were started down at the bottom of the garden.  The big Simplex, the Keil Kraft Outlaw, the
Plecan Hepcat, the Smeed Popsie and the Tomboy all came out of the hanger and were readied
for the 4mph winds being forecast.  The car was reloaded with most of the gubbins which had
been put away after the previous weekend, the bits of the models were lined up on the table
and the packed lunches were made.  Mo had said that she’d come too which would involve
bringing the cockerpoos so even the dog basket was made ready for loading.  It felt like we
were off on holiday!

Saturday arrived and the day’s forecast was still looking good so all the outstanding items went
in the car and by 10am we were on the trimming field.  It was glorious!  A light breeze from
the southwest, the sun shining and acre after acre of soft grass and dandelion seed heads to
land on.  Bliss!

I won’t bore you with the flight details but suffice it to say that the Simplex, Outlaw, Popsie
and Hepcat each had four or five flights.  They all performed beautifully without incident, none
needed adjustment apart from minor engine tweaks to get the best flight patterns, no damage
occurred and no models were lost.  That said, the RDT that they’re all fitted with was necessary
on occasions particularly on the Series 1 Mills 1.3 powered Outlaw which really climbed with its
add-on eye-dropper tank filled and kept going up even after it had cut on more than one flight.
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For me the RDT has done so much for my flying of sport models, allowing them to climb away
and hook up in lift whilst knowing that they can be brought down when required.  I use a Bodnar
system but Barry Hood appeared to be using an old single channel MacGregor transmitter for
his models.

Fourteen of us were up there flying at various times throughout this pretty well perfect day,
with around a 50/50 split between sport flyers and those trimming competition models.  Fingers
crossed that there’ll be equally good days as the year progresses.

A couple of pictures

Popsie

John Hook getting exasperated Bernard Aslett takes a rest
trying to start the engine in his mini-Madcap from trimming a "vintage" rubber model, "Il Macron"
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Keil-Kraft Outlaw

Plecan Hepcat
Tony Shepherd

Trackers in Woodland - David Brawn

A response to a query by Ron Marking in ‘Without Feathers No. 145’.

My work involves a lot of gps ground surveying across Europe so your comment on "Do trees
block tracker signals?" is a definite ‘yes’.

Air degrades all transmissions. Just think what a tree trunk would do to the transmitted signal.

If you think you have a model in a wood the best advice is to walk around the wood noting the
points at which you receive any signal. Then look along the line of trees as your transmitter will
need a "trunk free" route to reach you. Walk along that line and you should find your model.

Easy peasy.

I will follow this statement with a more detailed article on the subject in next month’s issue.

David Brawn
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Blast from the Past - Model Aircraft July 1947
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Model Aircraft July 1947
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Couprofiles No.2: Gavin Manion - Peter Hall

1. Gavin, you recently won the Second
Area and the London Gala F1G events
and you won the S.C.L. cup in 2016.
You’ve done much to promote coupe
flying here and you have a lot of
experience of French Coupe d’Hiver.
Why this dedication ?

I really don’t have much experience flying in
France. I didn’t start flying coupe at all until
around 2008 so most of the good Brits had
decades of flying in France before I even
started. I remember going for the first
time to Moncontour in, I think, 2011. I’d just
bought the FFQ Coupe Special and I saw the
French and Italian models in that book on
the field that day. I was “Living the Book”
if not the dream and I was hooked. Along
with my travelling mate Peter Tolhurst
there was a period of attendance at Viabon,
(which was particularly kind to me), Arzay,
Moncontour and, memorably, Crivelle in
Italy. It was during this time that I placed
second in Alessandro Manoni’s F1G
Eurochallenge, probably the same year that
I won the SCL. I haven’t travelled out of the UK since Brexit and Covid but I would like to go
to Viabon next year.

I got into promoting Coupe flying here by accident. The Croydon Club lost the use of Middle
Wallop and for a moment it seemed that the closing Coupe contest of the year for the
magnificent Aeromodeller Trophy would be lost. Stuart Darmon and I agreed with Croydon that
the Birmingham club would run a (as in a one-off) contest at Luffenham to the Croydon pattern
and for the AM Trophy.  Afterwards the Croydon guys said that they’d had the trophy for long
enough and that it should be Birmingham’s for a while. Thus was born “La Grande Coupe de
Birmingham”, a tongue-in-cheek in salute to the heyday of coupe flying in France. Thankfully
Croydon moved their Coupe Europa to Salisbury in September and so we have two contests
when there was but one. “Privateer” contests provide something special and occasionally
different to the standardised (by necessity I’m sure) BMFA Area and Gala contests. It’s a
strength of Coupe flying that we have still got a number of such events. Along with the
Birmingham and Croydon events we have the Crookham, Odiham and now Colerne contests. Long
may they continue and flourish, we should all do our best to support them.

2. You fly P.G.I. trimmed coupes similar to Andrew Longhurst’s ‘Couper S’ and you have a
special interest in Classic coupes. Why?
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My coupes and Andrew Longhurst’s “Couper S” are derived from Sean O’Connor’s SOC2 coupe
described in FFDU and FFN at about the turn of the century. Though Sean’s and Andrew’s
weren’t PGI trimmed mine all have been other than first two.
The reason I chose PGI I’ve covered in both Free Flight Forum and FFQ articles but what is
often not apparent are the other peculiarities that I’ve retained from SOC2. The asymmetries
in the wing, the section and general “lumpiness” of the wing, the square fuselage are all features
which I think contribute to the success that I’ve had with these Simple Coupes. My attempts
to move away from these features have generally been less successful though I have recently
recommissioned an early PGI version with the Longhurst section and wing structure of which
more anon.
My interest in Classic and more especially Vintage coupes dates back to the SAM1066
Eurochamps at Middle Wallop. Friends at Walsall MAC used to attend mob handed and I would
go for a pleasant weekend and to help them out. For something to fly I built an Etienvre and,
as they say, never looked back. That Etienvre (a bit like Caesar’s Axe it’s now on its second
fuselage, prop blade and port wingtip) must have flown more maxes than any other coupe I’ve
had and twice won Coupe Anciennes at Viabon.   My modernised version was not a success….
Regarding Classics; I hoped that the 1960’s Coupe postal would spark interest in such an event
here and, for a while the Coupe de Brum featured a special prize for the best placed 1960s
coupe.  Lately both this event and the inaugural Classique de Brum have had a pre-1970 class
to include both Vintage and Classic models but in truth it doesn’t seem to have caught flyers
imagination. Maybe it’s a case of bad communication but I’m inclined to try and correct that
and persist with it, there seem to only be plusses if more models get flown.

3. How do you pick the air?

Ah, if we knew this for certain then there would be no point in flying coupes!
Coupes have so many excellent qualities; different sizes, styles and trims work, you can build
them yourself, they can be Hi, Lo or Mid Tech etc.  But surely their most important property
is that none that I have ever seen will do two minutes in bad air, so picking air is key to success.
The short answer to how I can do it sometimes is the use of a streamer, waiting for the wind
fill to arrive after the “calm warm patch” (mustn’t go too soon) and scabbing off other models
or birds.  All of which means that, for me, watching a thermistor is a distraction I can ill afford.

4. I know you are seeking to develop your coupes. Tell us about this.

Over the last decade or so my coupes have “matured” into models which are simple to handle,
robust and an ideal tool to throw at a thermal, but they are not without shortcomings. With
prop runs of about 40 seconds they don’t do well if I miss the lift as they don’t have the run
to work into any better bit of air which might be about.  And as plenty of fly-offs have
demonstrated they just don’t have the glide of some other models.
I think that improving the glide might mean me adopting VIT/WW to get the CG forward and
get a bigger, higher AR wing working properly. I keep promising myself I will work on such a
model …one day…maybe…
The obvious solution to the short motor run has been staring me in the face since I built the
first SOC2 derived model. Sean’s model flew off 10 strands of 1/8th and had a prop run of
60+seconds. I decided that this was for wimps and almost immediately changed to 12 strand
motors and had models all over the sky. The use of PGI was a very successful way of controlling
the resulting power burst and that, in essence, is where I am today.
There is so much evidence out there that a locked down model is handicapped by having too
short a motor run. Dave Hipperson told us as much 25 years ago, Tony Winters keeps winning
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the Nats with 75 seconds run, even my own Etienvre with its 50+ second run was shouting it in
my ear. Ever slow off the mark I’ve finally listened and started to use longer motors (22 of
1/16th and 10 of 1/8th) in my old Longhurst inspired model which is a bit bigger than my normal
coupes. This combination, with a motor run of 60 seconds, was used throughout to win the
Second Area.
Another model in need of much more flying and experimentation is my Neil Allen inspired “Coupe
in a Box” from the last FF Forum issue. This seems much better since I did some calculations
using the “Jossien Formula” to determine (more correctly calculate as against guess) the
correct CG position, this required I move the wing forward by 10-12mm and has resulted in a
much less draggy model of which I have some hopes.
I hope that I can retain the snappy initial climb and exploit the longer prop run by learning how
to wind these longer motors ‘til they smoke and maybe this will mean using a half tube.  Couple
this with the right prop (the SOC2 prop is the obvious candidate) and a low drag model to
achieve a trim which has a better chance of maxing when I get the air-picking wrong.

Then there’s always the auto everything model to build…sometime…maybe!

A picture or two

Gavin & Stuart select Coupe de Brum goodies Still contemplating more

Winding, bareheaded in prayer for no bang Checking Landing Gear

Peter Hall
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Engine Analysis: Webra 1.7cc
& Taifun Hurrikan 1.48cc - Aeromodeller Annual 1957/58

Aeromodeller Annual 1957/58
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Auster B4: Freighter/Ambulance - Wikipedia
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Buckminster Pictorial - John Andrews

Late in 2016 Rachel and I were invited to a tour of the newly acquired BMFA National Centre
at Buckminster. Here are some pictures from that day.

The party received an informative lecture prior to the site tour

The party take their first look at the site

View to the right

View to the left
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Buildings on sight 2016

The house in 2016

Stables
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More stables

The Barn

Such was the state of the Buckminster site when the BMFA took over tenancy. Things are a
lot different today. Unfortunately I have no pictures illustrating the progress that has been
made over the intervening years but much has been done. You should pay a visit.
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Rachel and I have made 3 visits, together with Pat & Colin Shepherd, once in each of years
2018, 2019 and 2020. The trips out were made on Mondays, the day which gives priority to
Free-Flighters. Here are pictures from a splendid day out in 2018.

View from top corner, usual spot for normal wind direction

Mown square for Free Flight parking

Happy campers, Rachel is behind camera
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Not a bad place for chucking models about

Colin Shepherd & I pose for pic. Pat and Colin prepare for glider flight

Pat waits for the word go Yours truly relaxes with P30

A good day out in pleasant surroundings with good company.
John Andrews
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Diorama - Master Rory Pike

Editor: This model was put together by young Rory Pike, son of Dr.Martin Pike a longtime 1066 member.
A work of art I think you’ll agree

Rory Pike
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Mini Nationals - Peter Hall

The Nationals At North Luffenham, 29th May 2022, Fourth Round The
Southern Coupe League

A report from Gavin Manion:

The weather was kinder than feared for the rearranged substitute Nats at MOD North
Luffenham where the programme recreated the “Mad Monday” of the “normal” Nats with every
mini class known to man being flown. This inevitably led to a dilution of entries for some of the
events but attendance was good, enhanced by the considerable scale entry and in the sunshine
a very pleasant atmosphere ensued.
North Luffenham is a green and pleasant land in late spring with meadow-like grass and the
many bushes and small trees full of leaf. The northerly breeze, which was often around the
forecast low teens, took many models into the missile silos, Hawthorn plantations and, in some
instances, a very fertile looking wheat field. Several modellers had protracted searches and
not every model was safely back in the box as the contest ended.
Coupe was relatively well attended and attracted a number of East Anglian attendees who
featured strongly in the results, particularly the winner Spencer Willis and runner-up Andrew
Moorhouse. These two plus third placer Ian Davitt put in scores which would have been
respectable anywhere but Dusan Jiricny had a couple of 1.20s to spoil his day and Bill Dennis
had two bad drops at the end of his sequence of good flights.
Other than these gifted ones, we children of a lesser God all had tales of woe with several,
Tony Winters in particular, suffering from some time-consuming retrievals. In contrast to
those of us wondering around with trackers chirping in our hands but struggling to locate
models in the meadow grass, Dusan Jiricny with his newly acquired GPS system was seen to just
walk to his model and return quickly to the flight line, a lesson for us all perhaps when/if BMK
have an affordable system on offer.
Your scribe had had an abysmal day with a terrible first flight; a bad launch into rubbish air
from which the model returned without its Tomy timer. A bad launch with a replacement into
much better air followed by a launch so bad the model ended up in a local Hawthorn bush for
an attempt and a repair session. The max that finally came my way was followed by such a
frustrating retrieval that I decided that was enough.
I spent my day next to Andrew Moorhouse. In his self-deprecating way he eschewed stretch
winding and re-used old motors. He then took no more than a glance at a streamer before
tossing his little square model with its fuse DT into four maxes and a small drop.  Magic?

Incredulous, I asked Gavin, Andrew really didn’t stretch wind, he replied –

And yes, Andrew M really didn't stretch, at least not more than a couple of foot. He had his
model on an "in boot" stooge as you can see in the photo and he just hooked up and extended
the motor to two, at most three times its length and put a few turns on…..

Gavin Manion

A casual observer might suggest that none of the time - honoured practices of coupe
competition flying have much if any effect compared to  the air conditions and luck. Forgive
me if I’ve told you this before - Some years ago on Chobham Common I was returning from
retrieving a model when I saw a large white object falling near my ‘base’. It was the lid of my
model box whipped up by a dust devil or mini whirlwind. These can, I read, go up to 1000 metres,
so it’s very possible the lid maxed. In case you want to build one here are details. Span 36”,
parallel chord 9”,  area 324sq”,
A.R. 4, profile modified flat plate, construction ‘corex’ , flight pattern R.O.G. then erratic.
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Below, Andrew Moorhouse, winding?

Gavin Manion tops the league, but we’re not yet half way through this season. That point is
reached at the next event, the Fifth Area on July 10th.

Mini Nationals

Results

Entrant Club Score Time

1 S.Willis 12 9.52

2 A.Moorhouse 9 9.46

3 I.Davitt 8 8.56

4 D.Jiricni 7 8.41

5 W.Dennis 6 7.12

6 M.Marshall 5 6.08

7 D.Thomson 4 4.49

8 G.Manion 3 4.45

9 T.Winter 2 3.58
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Southern Coupe League: Standings after Round 4

Entrant Club
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1 G. Manion Birmingham 12 12 3 27

2 A. Brocklehurst B&W 8 8 16

3 R. Vaughn Crookham 5 9 14

4 M. Marshall Impington 5 3 5 13

5 C. Foster Morley 12 12

= D. Jiricny Birmingham 6 2 4 12

= B. Dennis Oxford 3 9 12

= D. Thomson Croydon 7 1 4 12

= S. Willis Croydon 12 12

10 P. Woodhouse Morley 4 7 11

= C. Chapman B&W 5 6 11

12 C. Redrup Crookham 9 1 10

= A. Crisp Oxford 7 3 10

= A. Moorhouse Vikings 1 9 10

15 D. Norwood 8 8

= I. Davitt 8 8

17 D. Jiricni 7 7

18 W. Dennis 6 6

19 R. Fryer Oxford 5 5

20 R. Elliott Croydon 2 2

= B. Silcocks B&W 2 2

= T. Winter 2 2

23 P. Hall Crookham 0

= S. Fielding Morley 0

= B. Taylor E.Grinstead 0

= K. Taylor E.Grinstead 0

= M. Stagg B&W 0

= K. Best Birmingham 0

= P. Ball Grantham 0

= W. Butler Crookham 0

Peter Hall
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Indoor isn’t for everyone 54 - Nick Peppiatt

CO2 Matters

It is sometime since I wrote about CO2 motors. As Roger Newman has previously reported, the
late Lindsey Smith kindly bequeathed his aeromodelling effects to SAM1066 for their disposal.
Amongst these are over two dozen varied CO2 motors, some of which are types that I have not
handled before and had not covered in previous articles. They include various Browns, larger
Gasparins, Modelas, Sharks and several Telcos. When I have been through them to assess their
condition, I intend to produce a list of those for sale for SAM1066 funds. In the meantime if
you have a particular desire for a CO2 motor or two please contact me:

nickpeppiatt@hotmail.co.uk

The Harden Powermax Shark variants

Powermax Shark box showing CO2 motor variations

I looked at the Shark motor to some extent in IIFE26 (NC December 2018). The above box in
Lindsey’s collection shows some of the variations of the motor that were available in the late
1970s. This box held a standard PMS1, which had probably been used. A smaller Shark box
contained a PMS5 Twin Cylinder, which is not a motor I had seen before. Both the copper feed
pipes to the cylinder heads were fractured. On unscrewing the aluminium nut on the top of the
cylinder head, I found that the pipe was soldered to a tapered brass plug, which somehow
sealed against a corresponding taper in the aluminium cylinder head. I removed the old bit of
pipe and soldered in the feed to the tank. On testing, there was considerable leakage from this
metal-to-metal joint. I remembered that Gerard Moore’s five cylinder Shark motor
restoration, which he had demonstrated by running it at the last Crawley meeting in 2020, had
this type of feed pipe connection, so I took the motor along to the April Saturday morning
meeting at Trinity and asked him how he got these fittings to seal. He kindly offered to take
the motor away for examination.
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PMS1 Standard with soldered pipe joint. PMS5 Twin cylinder with metal-to-metal pipe joint,
Runs but has a leaky head valve seat after Gerard Moore’s refurbishment.

Gerard Moore’s five cylinder Shark restoration. Humbrol mach 2. Non-runner.
Demonstrated at Crawley, February 2020

Later, that same Saturday afternoon, Gerard sent me an email with a link to a video showing
the motor running with the following comments: -

‘I made two new tapered plugs as the originals were too badly scored. (Obvious with 20X magnification).
I reworked the pistons as much as possible but they are not quite 100%.

I fitted two new (homemade) valve seats (and o rings) as the original ones were too leaky particularly at low pressure.

The tapered plugs are very hard to remove. If ever you feel the need to disassemble the motor it will
be quicker just to unsolder the pipes, then push the plugs out from the inside.’
It certainly ran very well after that treatment, so many thanks, Gerard, and I took it along to
the Indoor Scale Nationals as a raffle prize, along with a well-used but serviceable Telco.
I am very puzzled about what the advantages of the metal-to-metal plug arrangement, as shown
in the box art for both the PMS2 Contest and PMS5 Twin, were over the simple soldered joint
used for the PMS1 and PMS4. Both twist the feed pipe as the cylinder is rotated to adjust the
motor speed. Tapered metal-to-metal gas seals strike me as hideous!
You may have seen the fine photos of Mike Watters replica five cylinder Shark in the May
2022 edition of AeroModeller. Unlike Gerard’s, this has soldered cylinder head fittings and
red cylinder fins. Gerard sent me a link on Hip Pocket Aeronautics where Mike describes the
setting up of such a motor. As can be seen from the photograph of Gerard’s, these are five
motor devices, each motor being fitted with a plastic gear which engages with a central gear
on the prop shaft. Basically, to set up, the motors were each fitted with a Shark propeller and
set to run at 2,000 rpm with a tachometer. The gears were then fitted and the bottom dead
centre position marked. The motors were then fitted onto the propeller shaft gear, each with
a rotation of five teeth apart, so each motor would ‘fire’ in sequence.
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Am I right in assuming that the red plastic cylinder fins are associated with the soldered pipe
connection and the blue ones with the tapered metal-to-metal joint?
Also found in Lindsey’s CO2 motor collection was another Shark derivative – a Humbrol mach 2.
This is clearly not designed for easy servicing and filling with gas had no effect. I’m wondering
whether the filler valve seal is stuck. In the Powermax products this is usually a short slug of
hard rubber, which can jam in the nozzle taper.

Old Warden 8th May 2022
This turned out to be lovely day for the flying of small models. I had a low-key, but none-the-
less very enjoyable, day mainly flying CO2 powered models.

Walt Mooney designed Dornier Libelle Buffalo Tick ll CLG. Design by Peter Kaiteris.
with Brown Campus A-23 power.

Having not tried it at all in 2021, I eventually managed a number of successful flights with the
Dornier Libelle that I built for the 2020 Walt Mooney cook-up. This is a Peanut size model of
13” wingspan and weighs 24g. The wing mounting struts did suffer damage with some hard
arrivals, but were adequately repaired using CA glue. I also had some problems with the original
Brown filler that I need to sort out.
I also tried out a tiny CLG of 7.5” wingspan, the Buffalo Tick ll, a design by Peter Kaiteris that
was published in the Nov-Dec 2021 edition of the Flying Aces Club News. This is a very simple
design (just five pieces of wood with 1/16” sheet wings and 1/32” tail surfaces) that flies
remarkably well with a good transition from the climb to the glide. I must build some for the
grandkids.

Nick Peppiatt

Email to the Editor - Glen Stride

Hi John,
Just been reading the June 2022 Clarion.
Spotted Y-bar in Roger Newman’s Plans for the month.
This brought back a memory. I built one in 1961-62.
Powered by a Frog 149 vibromatic diesel, which I still have today.
Flew it at Highgate Common near Stourbridge.
It didn’t last too long as I was not very experienced in trimming in
those days.
See attached photo – taken when still living at home with my
parents who lived near Bromsgrove,

Best Regards
Glenn Stride
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R/C Nostalgia - David Caudrey

Another email to the editor

Hi John,
Firstly I would like to thank you for your Sterling efforts with regard to my monthly dose of
nostalgia. I really look forward to the Clarion even though I have given up on flying following
the loss of Middle Wallop.
Reading the Clarion reconnects me with the halcyon days of youth and I have always considered
free flight to be the truest form of aeromodelling.
I was amazed therefore and pleased to see mention of the Hill two valve receiver in the June
issue of Clarion particularly with regard to the confirmation of the date of original publication.
Although I am a free flight enthusiast, I dabbled with home built radio control in the early
days and used commercially made equipment in recent years. Something over ten years ago I
established communication with Terry Tippet, the founder of Micron Radio Control, and he
kindly offered to share his website https://norcim-rc.club with me to discuss aspects of radio
control up until the advent of the current 2.4 GHz system.

Terry has fond memories of the first receiver which he built - the Hill two valve receiver. The
Hill receiver afforded much improved reliability relative to the current single valve designs
and the penalty of added weight, complexity and power consumption was well worth the
investment in this respect.
Several readers have reminisced with regard to the Hill circuit in the norcim webpages and it
appears that Mr Hill designed a second version using a double valve rather than separate ones.
Curious about this I have revisited the subject in one of the web pages, constructing a double
valve version as I would have expected it to be.
The result of this ‘investigation’ demonstrates that, although the double valve version of the
Hill receiver, was definitely more ‘robust’ than contemporary single valve designs, the version
employing separate valves was even better.
Very Best Regards and thank you. John

David Caudrey
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 137 Our earliest magazines, continued.
Three months ago we looked at Aeromodeller magazines for 1936
and, in the following months, we compared them with the issues for
1946 and 1956. Now we will go on to make comparisons between the
1936 Aeromodeller editions and other magazines from around the
world at this time. Although most of the articles and adverts within
Aeromodeller magazine were related to aeromodelling, there were a
few exceptions. Some examples include the “Air League of the
British Empire”, as well as occasional advertisements such as, “Have
a Body Like Mine by Charles Atlas.” The page size was circa A4 with
a cover, of fixed design, in monochrome, plus a single colour which
changed from month to month.

In alphabetical order by country of
origin, the first of our magazines is
El Graffico from Argentina. These
digitised copies on CD’s were
obtained by post from Argentina
some years ago. (With payment to
be made, on approval, in US Dollars
via Western Union.) I was happy
with the price asked for the sets
of five different Argentinian
magazines on six CDs, but Western
Union insisted that it was only
permitted to send local currency,
so Pesos it had to be.
The first issue on the CD was from
1937 and seems to be newspaper

style, about 16” x 24” in size, with aeromodelling content from the first to last page.
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It announced a competition for scale models with a “Perfection Prize” of $50. Three full size
plans were included and an advertisement offered suitable kits.
Next, to France for Modele Reduit d’Avion.
Issue number one, October 1936, which is
available on the website rcbookcase.com.
However early copies of MRA are quite rare,
such that the next issue available on the web
site is number 166. The page size and cover
style are similar to that used by the
Aeromodeller. The content, including
advertising, is predominantly concerning
aeromodelling. Examples of the advertisements
are shown here.

Below is shown a plan from this issue together
with a description as translated by Google Translate, a very useful tool, but I cannot explain
how it got the “Scale-Model” bit.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION. Mrs. Webe’s high performance glider.
We are happy to begin this section with the description of a Scale-Model built by a lady.
Fuselage. It is made up of pairs of 15/10 Okoumé plywood for the first three and 2 mm balsa
for the others. The Patin is made of 15/10 Okoumé plywood. The stringers are in 1x1.5 balsa,
embedded in the frames. The top spar is 3×3 balsa. The lower spar is 2x5 balsa.
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Wing. Trapezoidal shape. The ribs are 1 mm balsa. The main spar is made of 2x5 balsa on the
field, embedded in the master frame of each rib. The other spars, the leading edge and the
trailing edge are made of 2mm round spruce. The wing flares are made of 2 mm rattan.
"M" fitting. — Same construction as the wing and joined by gluing and binding. The central part
is reinforced by a 1 mm balsa box over its entire width.
Empennages.
Fixed plane: The ribs are in 1 mm balsa. The spars, in 1.5x2 balsa. The leading edge and trailing
edge are 1x2 field balsa. Rounded rattan of 2 mm. Symmetric bi-convex profile.
Daggerboard: 1 mm balsa ribs. 1.5x2 balsa spars and 2 mm rattan tower. The rear of the fin is
terminated by a  9/10 section steel wire hook, twisted into a spindle shape; this brooch fits
into a 2 mm aluminium tube. flattened, glued to the lower spar of the fuselage.
The fuselage is covered in Japanese silk pongee. The wing and tailplanes are covered in fine
Japanese paper. The whole is varnished with 3 coats of coating.
The wing and the stabilizer are attached to the fuselage using rubber straps.
Features. Wingspan 1,200mm. Length 560mm. Weight: 95 grs.; Area: 15 dcm2. Load per dcm2
6.4gr.
This device currently holds, from the French record; from the world record, with a flight of
three hours 30 minutes (Vincennes-Orly), after starting with the bungee cord (15 meters of
rubber). This device, launched by hand during the National Days of the Scale Model at La Banne,
for a flight of 2 min. The profiles of the ribs having reached us too late, we apologize for being
forced to postpone their publication to our next issue.

Next to Germany for a digitised bound volume of Modellflug edited by Horst Winkler, well
known designer of model aeroplanes, and published with the cooperation of the Reich Aviation
Ministry. The page size is about an inch or so under A4 in height and width. There are no
identifiable cover pages for each issue, possibly due to these being omitted from the bound
volume as was common practice in the case of Aeromodeller.
These magazines present an additional problem when compared to other foreign issues due to
the text being in a High German Gothic font. In most foreign aeromodelling magazines one can
find many frequently repeated words, which become familiar, with meanings such as “balsa”,
“wing”, “fuselage” etc.  The headers below for Horst Winkler’s introduction of the new magazine
and his article on his canard glider illustrate the problem, I can hardly make out some of the
letters, never mind a word or phrase!
Fortunately,  Google Translate does its best and reveals the two headings in English.

“Model building and flight convey the reason for the German boy. understood the flight and aroused
his enthusiasm for aviation. That's why this magazine is for him and all German flight. model builders
are indispensable guidelines. The model-building youth should therefore present the best offspring
for the Air Force.”

The “kiek into the world” as a duck flight model.
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Not perfect, but bear in mind
that the meaning of words can
often depend on the context and
therefore these translations
often need a little interpretation
to accommodate aeromodelling
terminology of half a century ago.
Perhaps the photo and plan will
help with making sense of it all.

For those preferring something a little more challenging, this issue has part one of a series on
building rubber powered scale models, starting with a 40” wingspan model of the BFW-M20b.
The model was designed by Alfred Ledertheil from Berlin (part plan below). The article includes
a list of required materials, build instructions with assembly sketches, rib profiles and fuselage
formers.

.
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This issue also has an article entitled “My
Experiments with Rotor Flight Models” by
Otto Klant.
Here are some of the sketches and a picture
from the article, should that whet your
appetite for more let me know and I will
release Google Translate onto the full four-
page article for next month’s report.
Next month, more on rotors and/or it will be
1936 magazines from Italy etc.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
Roy Tiller
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Secretary’s Notes for July 2022 - Roger Newman

First up – dates for three events in July, August & September.

Final reminder about SAM1066 Cagnarata Day at RAF Colerne on 24th July. I won’t repeat the
comp details – see last month’s NC for those but here is a reminder of the event & location.

Gates open 10.00am. Flying commences 11.00am, finishes at 5.00pm.
Flying by courtesy of South Bristol Club.

Make the effort - turn up & have an enjoyable day. It’s a real airfield!

Second is the Southern Area Gala at RAF Odiham on Saturday 6th August. An ad appeared in
last month’s NC but the uptake so far has been disappointing. Peter Carter is struggling to get
even a reasonable attendance, so if you can - get in touch with him & make the effort. The ad
is elsewhere in this NC. The old adage of “use it or lose it” rings so true.

Third is the Crookham Gala to be held on Salisbury Plain on 18th September. This again should
be an event not to miss, particularly as we hope there will be a good turnout of Dixielanders
for the combined power comp – maybe the most since the George Fuller 50th anniversary comp
at Middle Wallop. Ad with details is elsewhere in this NC.
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Having said all that, it is a sad fact that we are really a rapidly diminishing breed. Just look at
the recent attendances for the 2 day Nationals & the last Area meeting on Salisbury Plain.
Admittedly the weather for those wasn’t the best but it is undeniable that mortality, age, fuel
prices, Covid & the general state of the economy have & continue to play havoc with our beloved
hobby – not to mention the continued loss of or denial of access to flying fields.
On the (slightly) plus side of the coin, Totton Indoor sessions have been booked for the 6
months of the Winter season – again an updated ad is in the NC with details.
What else – frankly not a lot of activity but our esteemed Editor & his able assistant (Rachel)
will represent SAM 1066 at the formal opening of the BMFCA Centenary Exhibition at
Buckminster in July and will no doubt provide us with a comprehensive report in a future NC. I
plan to go early August, having promised Jim Wright to help out with a bit of stewarding for a
few days, then on to the National Tram Museum at Crick & to the Newark Air Museum – should
make a nice break. In dialogue with Manny Williamson, he has kindly agreed to take on board
the remainder of Robin Kimber’s gliders for disposal to any BMFA Members who visits
Buckminster & would like one. More pics appear later in my notes & the remainder will be in the
August NC. We already have one candidate to take a few on board which is excellent news.

4th Area Results from Salisbury Plain
Comb power: P. Tribe   B + W  3.31: B.Aslett  B + W  6.14: R.Vaughn  Crookham  5.00
Comb Glider: D.Etherton   Crookham  5.27
Vintage Rubber/Power: D.Cox Crookham 7.30 +2.50: J.Paton Crookham 3.45:

C.Redrup Crookham 1.52
Mini vintage: J.Paton Crookham 1.18
E30: Tony Shepherd Crookham 6.00+ 3.02: T.Grey Crookham 6.00 + 1.16:

C.Redrup Crookham 5.53
Wind 15 mph mostly NNW with gusts. Our Chairman told me that retrievals were exceedingly
lengthy & quite arduous. Certainly not the best of conditions. My thanks to David Cox for taking the
scores as well as flying when yet another family gathering at short notice meant that I couldn't get to SP."

Second batch of Robin Kimber’s Gliders

No 7: Wing Span 146cm; Chord 18cm; Fuselage length 108cm
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No 8: Wing Span 176cm; Chord 18cm; Fuselage length 119cm

No 9: Wing Span 172 cm; Chord 16cm; Fuselage length 92cm – AH20?

No 10: Wing Span 144cm; Chord 17.5cm; Fuselage length 94cm
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No 11: Wing Span 139cm; Chord 20.5cm; Fuselage length 109cm

No 13: Wing Span 149cm; Chord 17cm; Fuselage length 94cm

No 14: Wing Span 216cm; Chord 14cm; Fuselage length 110cm
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No 15: Wing Span 193cm; Chord 16cm; Fuselage length 120cm

This leaves about another 10 to go!
Roger Newman

Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Rubber: Flip Flop - Warring single blade lightweight from Feb’52 Aeromodeller
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Glider: Helios – A2ish with unusual fuselage profile from April’53 Model Aircraft

Power: MK Sportster - pretty little sport model from June’56 Model Aircraft

Roger Newman
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Lindsey Smith’s Models - Roger Newman

Offers are invited for the remaining items from Lindsey Smith’s estate.
Please contact Secretary for addition details and any offers

Id Item Manufacturer Condition
P
o
s
t

Span Comments

1 P-51D North American
Mustang

Union Model
Co NIB * 340mm Flying Foam plane from China. Box unopened

2 Westland Widgeon West Wings NIB *
* 616mm Classic Series

3 Rearwin Speedster Golden Age
Reproductions NIB *

* 30 in From Seaglen Model Company, USA

4 Competitor Keil Kraft NIB *
* 32 in

5 Dayton-Wright Racer Jetco Models NIB *
* 12 7/8 in From C A Zaic Co USA

6 Luscombe Sedan Replikit Classic NIB *
* 36 in R-KK 150 range

7 Bell UH 1 Huey Copter
Concepts NIB *

* ? From USA

8 Bristol Scout D Lee's Hobbies No box *
* 13 in Peanut scale

9 Luton Minor Andrew
Moorhouse NIB *

* 13 in Peanut scale

10 Farman Sport Gene Dubois NIB * 13 in Peanut scale. One corner of box is dog-eared

11 Fairey Gannet Replikit NIB *
* 20 in Short kit, plan & printed balsa parts

12 De Havilland DH 82 Tiger
Moth

Avetek Limited
(NZ)

NIPackag
e

*
* ? Sealed package

13 Stinson SR-7 Comet NIB *
* 25 in From USA

14 Dornier DO 335 West Wings NIB *
* Box little battered

15 Heinkel P1055 Easy Built
Models NIB? *

* Peanut?

16 Hawker Sea Fury FB11 West Wings NIB *
* Classic Series

17 Hawker Hart West Wings NIB *
* 632mm Classic Series

18 Frog Single Seat Fighter
(Mark V) Frog In box * Looks complete, pretty old

19 Swordfish Veron Tru-Flite NIB * ? Sealed box

20 Druine Turbulent Peck-Polymers NIB * 12 in Peanut scale+

21 Church Midwing Classic Models NIB * 13 in Peanut scale from USA

22 Stinson Model Air NIB * 37.6cm From Australia

23 Tiger Moth Model Air NIB * 47.5cm Box has been opened but all components look to be present

24 Focke-Wolf FW-190 Guillows NIB * 16 1/2 in From USA

25 Aeronca C-3 Hi-Flier NIB * 18 in Box has been opened & is bit battered, all components look
present

26 Sopwith Triplane Veron Tru-Flite NIB * ? Box bit battered

27 Spitfire Keil Kraft NIB * ? Looks like one of original Flying Scale models

28 Grumman Avenger Guillows NIB * 16 1/2 in From USA

29 Nakajima A6M2-N Rufe Guillows NIB * 16 in From USA

30 SE5 Keil Kraft NIB * 16 in Later version of Flying Scale model
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31 Fairey Gannet Keil Kraft NIB * 20 in Later version of Flying Scale model

32 Short Seamew Veron Tru-Flite NIB * ? 2

33 Westland Lysander Keil Kraft NIB * ? Looks like one of original Flying Scale models

34 Mitsubishi Zero Guillows NIB *
* 27 3/4 in Multi puprpose kit: Rubber, 1/2A gas, U-Control or RC

35 Bristol Scout Nowlen Aero Poly Pack * 13 in Peanut from USA

36 Fokker Dr-1 Lees Hobbies Poly Pack * 13 in Peanut from USA

37 Record Wrecker Fresno Model
Airplane Co

Not
packaged

*
* ? Small rubber duration model. All bits, strip wood, tissue,

components & plan

38 Dornier DO-335 Diels
Engineering Inc

Not
packaged

*
* 22 9/16 in Small rubber scale model. All bits, strip wood, tissue,

components & plan

39 Gee Bee R-2 Herr
Engineering

Not
packaged

*
* 25 in Small rubber scale model All printed sheet & strip wood,prop &

hardware

40 Lambert Monocoupe Seaglen Model
Co

Not
packaged

*
* 30 in

41 Curtiss P-40E Tiger Shark Comet NIB * 31 in Multi puprpose kit: Rubber, 1/2A gas, U-Control or RC

42 Sopwith F.1 Camel Revell NIB * 20.6 cm 1:28 scale plastic kit

43 Junkers Ju 87B Stuka Revell NIB * 33.5 cm 1:28 scale plastic kit

44 Hawker Hurricane Easy Built NIB *
* 20 in

45 Royal Aircraft Factory F.E.2b Forma Plane Looks NIB * 7 in 1:72 scale styrene model

46 Avia CS-199 KP Plastikovy
Model NIB * 1:72 scale plastic kit

47 Brewter F2A Buffalo Tamiya See
comment * 1:48 scale plastic kit, has been started but looks complete

48 German Luftwaffe Ace Pilot Tamiya NIB * 1:16 scale plastic kit

49 Aichi M6A1 Seiran MPM Unopened * 1:72 scale plastic kit with plan but but no box lid

50 Focke Wulf Fw190A8/A8R2 Tamiya See
comment * 1:48 scale plastic kit, has been started but looks complete

51 Panavia 200 MRCA Tornado LS Jet Series NIB * 1:144 scale plastic kit

52 007 James Bond's Autogyro Airfix NIB * 1:24 scale plastic kit

53 Fairey Spearfish Control Model
Aircraft NIB * 1:72 scale vacuum formed kit

54 Military Minatures:
GermanTank Tamiya NIB * 1:35 scale plastic kit:  crew at rest

55 Military Minatures: US Infantry Tamiya NIB * 1:35 scale plastic kit: weapon set

56 KTM250MX with Motocross
Rider Tamiya NIB * 1:12 scale plastic kit

57 Racing Pit Team Tamiya NIB * 1:20 scale plastic kit

This section is CO2, Compressed Air & Electric stuff

CO2 motor & accessories:
0.27cc Modela NIB Box complete with external colour cover

CO2 motor & accessories:
0.27cc Modela NIB In box but missing external cover

Roger Newman
Email: rogerknewman@yahoo.com>
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Provisional Events Calendar 2022
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 27th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 27th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 3rd Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 15th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 18th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain

May 1st Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competition
May 7th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 8th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 29th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham

June 4th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June 5th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June19th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 10th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 24th Sunday SAM1066 Club (BMFA) Centenary event.

RAF Colerne
July 30th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 31st Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 6th Saturday Southern Area BMFA Gala, RAF Odiham
August 21st Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 3rd Saturday Peterborough Flying Aces, Ferry Meadows
September 3rd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 4th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 11th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 16th Friday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 17th Saturday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 2nd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 9th Sunday Croydon Coupe Europa + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain.
October 16th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 29th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue T.B.C.

November 6th Sunday Buckminster Gala
or November 13th

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John Hook – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.southern.bmfa.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
Aerofred Plans - www.aerofred.com
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


